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Chapter 1549: Protracted Battle 
 “Come and fight me!” 

Killing intent surged from Su Ping’s eyes. He said, “You’re the dragons’ 
ancestor and carry the Chaos Qualification. Let’s find out whether or not 
you deserve to be called the strongest dragon in all of existence!” 

“As you wish!” 

Yuan Long instantly turned around and charged, simply unleashing an 
overpowering aura. His enormous claws tore the void open and instantly 
reached the spot where Su Ping was. 

The latter didn’t dodge; he instantly drew his sword. All his blood was 
burning. The illusion of the Golden Crow was vaguely manifesting in his 
back. He sacrificed his Golden Crow bloodline for more power. 

“Three thousand universes, slash!!” 

The thousands of universes behind Su Ping’s back exploded instantly, 
transforming into a terrifying power that was unleashed by his sword. 

After a massive bang! 

Yuan Long’s sharp claws—enhanced by the power of hundreds of 
universes—managed to block Su Ping’s attack. The edge of the sword 
produced dazzling sparks as it made contact with the scales. 

Infuriated, Yuan Long roared. His aura turned into a concrete golden 
blast that pressed down on his enemy. 

Su Ping’s hair was dangling under the pressure. All his muscles were 
trembling. He found it hard to endure the pressure, as if bearing the 
weight of millions of planets. 



However, his three thousand universes recovered in a moment. He 
detonated them again, letting the violent power surge to slash furiously 
once again. 

The golden dragon aura was torn apart after the opening was made, 
which was like the puncture of a sharp needle in a golden ocean. 

Bang! 

A stream of power surged from within and struck back, sending Su Ping 
flying. 

The latter jumped. Dozens of universes exploded in his palm, then he 
swung a fist. 

The fist tore the dragon aura to pieces and struck Yuan Long in the 
head. 

Roar!! 

Yuan Long burst into fury. Su Ping was just an ant in his eyes; however, 
the lad would somehow survive again and again. 

The massive beast rotated and golden light was suddenly gathered in 
the void into, which then turned into Undying State-level Original 
Dragons. There were at least ten thousand of them! 

Su Ping slightly changed his expression. They weren’t real Original 
Dragons, but mere condensations produced with his universes. 

“Dragon Enchantment!” Yuan Long roared. The ten thousand Undying 
State dragons also roared. Their bellowing was condensed into an 
ancient array, but that was more of an aggressive force field than an 
array. Normal lives would be obliterated once entering, even if they were 
in the Undying State. 

Su Ping could sense that his flesh was being torn apart. Even the power 
of contract in his body was falling apart. 



He gritted his teeth with bloodshot eyes, then detonated the three 
thousand universes and charged in one direction. 

Whoosh! 

He instantly approached the edge like a Golden Crow, instantly cutting 
apart dozens of Undying State Original Dragons as he slashed on 
furiously, creating an opening on the array for him to escape. 

Hardly had he escaped the lethal array when a sharp claw descended 
from the sky and pressed Su Ping heavily, pushing him away. 

He felt as if hit by a rushing universe, and found it impossible to control 
himself. Many things on his path broke, and then he was swallowed by 
excruciating pain. 

Su Ping turned around and then saw Yuan Long’s sharp claw pushing 
him all the way to the depths of the Ancestral Land of Chaos. 

He wanted to resist it and stabilize himself. However, his opponent had 
infinite strength and he couldn’t stop himself. 

It felt like being pushed a light year away. He only stopped until 
something fiercely struck his chest, which made him vomit a mouthful of 
blood. He felt that something tough was on his chest. 

He instantly noticed that it was an extremely thick and solid plate; made 
of rock, except it was unbelievably hard. 

Phew! 

Yuan Long’s sharp claw kept on suppressing him, then the great dragon 
spurted a mouthful of flames all of a sudden. Su Ping was incapable of 
breaking free, as the claws contained infinite Dao power that restrained 
all his transformation methods. If not for this, he would have turned into 
particles to gather once again later. 

There were a lot of flame-based Great Daos. Rotting, burning, 
imprisonment, sealing, destruction, and so on. The traits of thousands of 



overlapping Great Daos were able to destroy any Undying State expert; 
even their souls would be gone. They would be completely annihilated 
from time and from memory. 

However, golden ripples appeared and surrounded Su Ping. 

Those ripples kept spreading— 

They somehow blocked the flames. 

Those ripples were in fact the power of exploding universes. 

Su Ping was detonating the three thousand universes, one by one. Each 
second, dozens of universes were exploding and regenerating in cycles. 
The result was their power to flow nonstop like ripples, blocking the 
dragon flames. 

The dragon flames contained too many Great Daos; they seemed to be 
sweeping as a whole, but they actually consisted of many frequencies. In 
simpler terms, it wasn’t a simple, fierce attack, but one of a continuous 
nature. 

The ripples made by Su Ping’s exploding universes happened to 
suppress the ongoing attacks. He seemed to be affected by the flames, 
but the golden ripples protected him like water; he wasn’t hurt in the 
slightest. 

“Asshole!” 

Yuan Long was infuriated. He was almost using his full strength, and Su 
Ping was still alive? 

Su Ping’s eyes were cold. Although suppressed by the claws and 
incapable of breaking free, he hoped that this would continue, all to buy 
himself more time. 

However… He wasn’t sure if the other species would be able to take 
care of the Heavenly Dao forces without his command. 



Su Ping’s heart was heavy, but the only thing he could do was hold Yuan 
Long back. It was impossible for him to kill it as he was. 

The Dark Dragon Hound’s voice sounded in Su Ping’s head, “Boss, if the 
guy is condensing thousands of Great Daos to attack simultaneously, I 
have another method!” 

That golden ripple defensive technique was developed by the former. 
The pet had been informed of the war in advance, so the fellow designed 
the technique based on Su Ping’s condition, spending thousands of 
years perfecting it. 

“Okay,” Su Ping responded in his heart. 

Yuan Long stopped his flame attacks at the moment, then suddenly 
opened its mouth to manifest a vortex that looked like a black hole, 
which darted towards Su Ping. 

The latter’s expression changed, as he could feel the infinite destructive 
power of that move. The golden ripples covering his body instantly 
turned into a golden cloak! 

The garment was as soft as the fabric of a dress, seemingly gentle and 
soft, but using the power of three thousand universes. 

The cloak floated to meet the enormous black vortex. 

The latter was like a basketball scoring, except it was caught in the net. 
The cloak didn’t rip open; it wrapped and blocked the black vortex. 

However, the terrifying momentum of the black vortex struck Su Ping in 
the back, along with the golden cloak. He felt that his spine was broken, 
as if a planet made of lead had smashed into him. Such momentum 
could have killed lots of people in the Undying State. 

Su Ping gritted his teeth after his back blocked the vortex’s momentum, 
then summoned his strength, transforming the golden cloak into a giant 
hand that grabbed the black phenomenon and threw it back at Yuan 
Long.. 



Yuan Long slightly changed his expression, as he was shocked and 
infuriated. Su Ping’s defense was too powerful; those two attacks should 
have been enough to kill him, yet he survived both of them. 

Whoosh! 

He moved his head a bit to dodge the black vortex. He kept pressing Su 
Ping down while saying, “Did Mother teach you all this?” 

“Did your mother teach you all this?” Su Ping sneered and said, “Oh, a 
bastard like you probably doesn’t have a mother. Not even animals 
would betray their mothers!” 

“You’re asking to be killed!” 

Exasperated, Yuan Long suddenly clenched Su Ping and picked him up 
from the particularly hard rock. He rose higher and said, “I will rip you 
apart in front of those ants and show them your humble face!” 

Su Ping’s expression changed, quickly turning around to slash with his 
sword. However, his sharp weapon only left shallow marks on the 
scales, unable to cut them apart. 

Chapter 1550: Reinforcement of Billions of Species (1) 

Whoosh! 

Yuan Long soared and carried Su Ping to the sky above the battlefield. It 
then roared, spreading his voice billions of kilometers into the distance. 
All the creatures on the battlefield could hear the loud bellowing. 

The billions of species were utterly frightened, as if a demon were 
whispering directly into their ears. The overwhelming pressure made 
them want to kneel. 

“Look, that’s… the Human Dao Ancestor!” 

“How is it possible…” 



“The Dao Ancestor can’t beat the Original Dragons’ ancestor anyway. 
That’s a Sorcerer Ancestor…” 

The Undying State experts saw how Su Ping was ensnared by the 
dragon claw. They all looked awful and desperate. 

Su Ping was already strong enough. He had condensed three thousand 
universes into three thousand warships and was definitely the strongest, 
except for the Sorcerer Ancestors. However, was he still too weak 
compared to those existences begotten by chaos? 

“Not even the Dao Ancestor can persist for much longer. Are we going to 
lose?” 

“Father, mother…” 

Someone lost their composure and cried. That roar had shattered 
countless lives. Millions of families were instantly destroyed! 

There were oceans of blood all over that vast world. 

“Brother!” 

In the crowd—Su Lingyue saw the gargantuan figure and Su Ping in the 
sky, her face immediately turning pale. The next moment, she moved in 
a frenzy as she left the crowd and flew with the Moonfrost Dragon, the 
one his brother had trained, swiftly heading towards him. 

Shen Huang noticed Su Lingyue’s movement and said in a hurry, “Come 
back. It’s dangerous!” 

Su Ping had indeed said that it was unnecessary to pay special attention 
to his family, Shen Huang was his master; he couldn’t bear to see him 
making such sacrifices. 

“Is Boss Su losing too…” 

“We’re screwed. A Sorcerer Ancestor is defending this place. It’s 
impossible for us to win…” 



“Bulls*it! Stop being so pessimistic. Boss Su has been caught, so we’ll 
try to rescue him. Is there another way out for us in today’s battle? We’ll 
die, either fighting or slaughtered by staying idle. I would rather die after 
shedding the last drop of my blood!” 

“That’s right. Follow me. Let’s rescue Boss Su as soon as possible!” 

“Boss Su needs us too. He’s held the Sorcerer Ancestor back all this 
time. Now it’s our turn!” 

“Charge!!” 

Many human figures soared to the sky, forming giants made by military 
formations, and quickly flying towards Su Ping instead of fighting the 
Heavenly Dao forces. 

Many Undying State experts of the other clans had also realized that Su 
Ping was the key to victory. It would be impossible for them to stop Yuan 
Long if Su Ping did die in battle. 

Despair? 

There was nothing left for them to abandon! 

“Wolf Eagles, follow me!!” 

“The Sky Ocean Clan is willing to die with you!!” 

“Charge! There’s no way back! We can only move forward!” 

“Save the Human Dao Ancestor! Hurry up!!” 

The previously chaotic battlefield became even more turbulent. From the 
midst of billions of species, some military formations were formed and 
charged towards Su Ping, leaving the Heavenly Dao beings alone. 

Some species covered each other neatly. Some were responsible for 
holding the humanoids back while the rest moved to offer Su Ping a 
hand. 



Many figures emerged from the billions of species and moved in all 
directions on the vast territory. 

Su Ping was flying in the high sky, still caught by Yuan Long’s sharp 
claws. He saw the whole situation at ground level. He also noticed the 
figures going all out, bloodied. 

He was stunned. His eyes were bloodshot despite his composure. 

He didn’t know those species well. Even their names and appearances 
were strange to him, even though they were comrades on the same 
battlefield. However, billions of species were moving to help him at that 
moment. 

He also saw that some of the experts of the weaker clans were rushing 
over with the strongest people. The weaklings were left on the battlefield, 
who became a thin wall to block the Heavenly Dao. They were soon 
destroyed by the humanoids as they were left without the command of 
their Undying State experts. 

Those clans abandoned their own people, all for him. 

Su Ping gritted his teeth. He looked at the blossoming red petals on the 
ground. Each petal was an ocean of blood that stretched for millions of 
kilometers! 

The remains of billions of species were soaked in an ocean of blood! 

“Ha. Looks like those little ones are aware of your importance. They’ll be 
loose sand if I kill you. In that case, let’s just end this folly!” 

Yuan Long sneered, then soared to the center of the battlefield and 
raised Su Ping to a high spot. It was even crueler as the torrents flooded 
towards him in all directions. 

“Rot in hell!” 



The ancient dragon exerted strength with indifference; thousands of 
universes exploded in his palm. Although mere illusions, those universes 
still released a terrifying power. 

That power was released by the Chaos Qualification. It was fairly easy 
for Yuan Long. 

But the next moment, Su Ping didn’t burst to pieces while caught in the 
claw; he remained intact. 

White bones were emanating dazzling light on Su Ping’s body, like 
crystals. A brilliant, ancient array was etched on each bone, from which 
there was an emergence of strange patterns. Underneath those bones 
were golden ripples and slithering lightning bolts. 

“Boss, we can do this!!” The Dark Dragon Hound’s roar echoed in Su 
Ping’s ears. 

Red light glittered on the skull located on Su Ping’s back, like bloody 
blades. The Dark Dragon Hound, the Little Skeleton, the Inferno Dragon 
and all the other pets were achieving perfect cooperation, releasing their 
skills with Su Ping’s strength, and establishing the ultimate defense! 

Su Ping was overwhelmed by troubling feelings. He remained silent. 

He had opened his body to the Little Skeleton and the others, and could 
also draw from his power. Such trust allowed him to perfectly fuse with 
his pets. All their power was gathered, blocking Yuan Long’s full-strength 
attack! 

Su Ping instantly saw hope. 

As it turned out, he was strong enough to compete with Yuan Long, as 
long as he made the best use of his strength! 

“Huh?!” 

Yuan Long widened his eyes, with shock and fury. He sensed that his 
power was constantly diminishing. The white bones on Su Ping’s body 



actually contained the bloodlines of the Primitive Chaos Clan and the 
Golden Crows. The power of both clans strengthened those bones, while 
the golden ripples worked as a buffer to reduce the impact. He actually 
survived the attack! 

“You’re asking to be killed!” 

Yuan Long was rather infuriated since he was having trouble killing an 
ant! 

He roared and released scales that were like sharp daggers towards Su 
Ping. 

The latter didn’t wait to get killed, suddenly releasing the bones 
protecting him, which instantly turned into swords that were like the 
spines on a hedgehog, pushing the dragon claws away. He stomped and 
broke out of the claw prison. 

“Dao Ancestor!” 

“Boss Su!” 

“Our Dao Ancestor is free!” 

The billions of species were thrilled to see this happen. Some of the 
reinforcements had already died on the way over. At first, there were ten 
thousand of them, but only a few dozens of people with Dao Heart and 
Undying State cultivation remained. They had been desperate, but they 
were now overjoyed since they saw that Su Ping had broken free on his 
own. 

“Dao Ancestor, we’ll fight by your side!” 

“We will raise our swords and fight, even if we’re facing a Sorcerer 
Ancestor!” said the reinforcements with loud voices. They gathered 
behind Su Ping’s back, waiting for his orders. All of them were ready to 
die. 



It was unlikely for them to survive the war, which made him become 
ruthless. 

“Everyone…” 

Su Ping didn’t turn, yet he was able to see their faces. Based on human 
standards, many of those beings looked bizarre; they were more like 
monsters and beasts. However, their auras were deeply interconnected 
at the moment; the resonance of their souls could be detected. 

Underneath those bizarre bodies were scorching and dazzling souls. 

“Since we’ve already paid such an enormous price, please die with me!” 
Su Ping’s voice was particularly dry and cold. 

 


